
TOM FAIR CONSTRUCTION 
OFFERS GENERAL 
CONTRACTING SERVICES.
We take responsibility for completing any size 
construction project, both with our own staff and 
a handpicked team of licensed specialists and 
suppliers. Building on our reputation for cost-
effective quality across three generations, we’ve 
been bringing renovation ideas to life throughout 
Southern Ontario since 1985. Our portfolio of 
construction projects spans residential, commercial 
and recreational renovations.

TOM FAIR, OWNER/CONTRACTOR 
519-766-2102 Mobile  
tom@tomfairconstruction.ca

It’s the role of a general contractor to manage 
all elements of a project. With 35 years of 
experience in the industry, Tom understands 
that every job is important... independent of 
the size or the complexity. He also recognizes 
that expecting the unexpected goes with the 
territory and experience is the best teacher. 
He has focused on managing expectations, 
working collaboratively with a variety of 
talented people and treating a client’s home/
business as if it were his own.

DEAN FAIR, ASSOCIATE 
519-803-4458 Mobile  
dean@tomfairconstruction.ca

Dean represents the third generation to join 
the team; for the past 10 years, he has had the 
opportunity to learn from the best. He prides 
himself on ensuring all clients are well-informed 
at every stage of the process and encourages 
questions along the way.

YOUR KITCHEN WISH LIST

Guelph, Ontario

tom@tomfairconstruction.ca 
Tom Fair 519.766.2102

dean@tomfairconstruction.ca 
Dean Fair 519.803.4458

What type of property do  
you have?

Detached home
Semi-detached home
Cottage 
Split level 
Condominium
Duplex 
Commercial
Other (please specify)

What type of kitchen do you have?
Main kitchen
In-law kitchen
Rental unit
Lunch room
Commercial 

What would you like to do?
A tweak on what is there
A complete redesign
Make a statement
Other (please specify)

Is there something on our website 
or another website that you’d like 
to emulate?

How would you like to use your 
kitchen space?

My creative enclave
Cook and chat
Communal cooking
Social hangout

What types of features would  
you like?

Granite countertops
Island (eating or working)
Storage solutions
Built in appliances
Built in garbage/recycling 
Lighting effects
Wheelchair/assisted care conveniences
Other (please specify)

Any special appliances?
Extra wide/tall refrigerator
Counter width refrigerator (European style)
Gas stove
Countertop stove
Reverse Osmosis water system
Wine fridge
Other (please specify)

What kind of lighting effects?
Accent lights
Pendant lighting
Pot Lights
Under the cabinet lighting

NOTES


